Eagle Cloud Solutions

Data protection... now in the cloud.
As organizations shift towards IT-as-a-service models, there is a critical need to protect data residing across physical, virtual, and now
cloud environments. Eagle offers cross-platform, highly available solutions that protect your data in a variety of ways, based on your
business needs. Eagle has more than 30 years of experience in protecting customer data, and our services leverage our expertise
and engineering resources to provide superior cloud solutions and support.
At Eagle we work closely with our customers to understand specific organizational needs. The result is a solid data protection and
disaster recovery plan. Because we take an agnostic approach to determine how to best protect your data, Eagle is uniquely
positioned to build a tailored strategy, with the proper solutions to fit those needs. This personalized service is what sets us apart from
other cloud solution providers. In short, we will help you determine if the cloud is right for you.
Eagle Cloud offers the following core solutions:
Backups Eagle offers fully managed backup solutions that leverage CommVault, the industry’s leading enterprise backup product.
We then utilize Eagle’s expertise to provide a worry-free, fully managed and monitored appliance-based solution. This solution can
also replicate data into Eagle’s cloud for remote data protection and DR.
DASH For existing CommVault users, Eagle offers the ability to send backup copies to Eagle’s cloud (known as “DASH” within
Commvault). As a customer, you will be able to continue leveraging your investment in the industry’s leading enterprise backup
product, while gaining the capability to eliminate tape and/or keep a copy of your data offsite in our secure and resilient remote data
center.
Replication For customers hosting data on their own storage array, Eagle offers the ability to replicate data into Eagle Cloud, using
the block-based replication features built into your storage array. This is a very affordable and worry-free method for ensuring your
data is copied offsite.
Compliance For customers challenged with regulatory requirements (HIPAA, CFTC 1.31, e-CFR and more), data integrity, or longterm archiving and retention policies, Eagle Cloud provides a host of services to fulfill your needs. These services provide turnkey
solutions for fixed content data like document archiving, email archiving, medical/PACS archiving and the general archiving of all
unstructured data.
For more information, contact us today at 800.477.5432.
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